[Music Fades In]

On Screen:
College of Undergraduate Studies. Community Partnership Lunch. Photo collage of the College of Undergraduate Studies faculty, staff, and administrators with various Community Partners.

Dr. Theodorea Regina Berry:
The College of Undergraduate Studies thrives on the spirit of collaboration and collective impact.

Lower Third Text:
Dr. Theodorea Regina Berry, Ed.D. Vice Provost and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies.

Dr. Theodorea Regina Berry:
Education is power and changes the lives of people and communities. Creating the most significant impact takes all of us.

Through meaningful partnerships, we aim to go beyond the boundaries of higher education and actively engage with diverse stakeholders, including local organizations, businesses, government agencies and residents. Our dedication to community-driven initiatives, service-learning projects, and research collaborations empowers us to unleash the potential of the Central Florida region and its citizens.

Text On Screen:
Changing Lives for Generations. Innovation...Excellence...Distinction

[Music Ends]